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US embarrassed by private sector Afghan evacuations
AFP

President Joe Biden has promised to do everything in his power to rescue Americans
stranded in Afghanistan and fearful of violent Taliban reprisals following the US
military withdrawal.

POOL Representative Markwayne Mullin, pictured on April 15, 2021, has accused
the US State Department of lying over its role in evacuating people from Afghanistan
But limited resources and diminished political leverage have opened the way for
evacuation missions led by Republican politicians, former military personnel and

private organizations that risk embarrassing the White House.

The United States managed to airlift more than 120,000 US citizens, Afghans and
foreigners since the Taliban's lightning takeover on August 15 -- but hundreds were
left behind.

In a sign of the pitfalls ahead, the government was accused Tuesday of wrongly taking
credit for, and even actively obstructing, the first mission to get Americans out since
the completion of the withdrawal at the end of August.



Olivier DOULIERY US Secretary of State Antony Blinken tours a processing centre
for Afghan refugees at Al Udeid Air Base in the Qatari capital Doha.

Republican congressmen Markwayne Mullin and Ronny Jackson heaped scorn on the
government after helping stage the evacuation Monday of a Texas woman and her
three children.

"The State Department... actually told the embassy in the country not to assist us in
any way," Mullin told CNN.

The Oklahoma representative said the mission began two weeks ago when he and
Jackson were contacted about the woman, named Mariam, and tried to get the family
on one of the last flights out of Kabul.

But he said that the team found itself getting "all types of pushback" from the State
Department and found its way blocked at Kabul airport.

"And even though we had her at the gate multiple times, we were on the phone to the
State Department over the last two weeks trying to get her out and they wouldn't even
open the gate for us," Mullin said.

- 'Absolutely a lie' -
The team then tried to get the family aboard a private charter flight from the northern
city of Mazar-i-Sharif, but the planes were never cleared for departure.

Finally, they were able to travel overland to a neighboring country that is not being
identified to avoid jeopardizing future rescue missions.

The United States says it provided guidance to the group on an overland route and
had embassy officials waiting for them once they crossed the border.
A State Department official said the Taliban were aware of the operation and did not
interfere.



But Mullin told CNN the team was forced to bribe its way through 20 Taliban
checkpoints, paying $500 to $4,000 per person.

Army veteran and Republican congressional candidate Cory Mills, who was on the
ground with the family, told Fox News he was informed by the Taliban that "we have
no agreement, we have no coordination with the Americans, to allow you to pass."

Mullin says the group had the family at the crossing point for 24 hours before the
State Department "was even aware she was there."

"They didn't show up until a few hours... before we got her across. And so for them to
say they facilitated it, it is absolutely a lie."

Jackson, a retired navy rear admiral and former physician to presidents Barack
Obama and Donald Trump, added in a tweet that the State Department "didn't do a
damn thing for these people for 12 days except almost get them killed repeatedly."

- 'Hostage-like situation -
Biden argued the United States could achieve nothing else from its longest war after
holding accountable Al-Qaeda over the September 11 attacks, 20 years ago this week.
The president has promised to aid the evacuation of the 100 or so Americans
remaining in Afghanistan who want to leave.

But he has faced mounting pressure amid reports that some 600 to 1,300 people --
including girls and US citizens -- have been prevented for a week from flying out of
Mazar-i-Sharif.

With no military presence since the end of August, the US government has been
forced to rely on the good will of the Taliban, its sworn enemy, to allow the
evacuations.

Secretary of State Antony Blinken has had to deny accusations from Republicans that
he has encouraged a "hostage-like situation" in Mazar-i-Sharif.

Blinken met Afghan evacuees and US teams processing them Tuesday on a visit to
Qatar, the transit point for nearly half of the people airlifted from Afghanistan.

He said Tuesday the militants had promised that "all American citizens and Afghan
citizens with valid travel documents will be allowed to leave."

He said the United States was seeking to resolve problems with charter flights
including security screening and some passengers' lack of identification.
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What is the Nipah virus and why is it more deadly than COVID? A virus expert
explains.
Asha C. Gilbert - USA TODAY



Officials in India are racing to contain a virus outbreak that has claimed the life of a
12-year-old boy and is deadlier than COVID-19 — the Nipah virus.

CBS News reports the boy was taken to the hospital last week in the southern Kerala
state with a high-grade fever and suspected brain inflammation. After blood tests, he
was diagnosed with the Nipah virus and died Sunday.

Shijith. K, AP Health workers collect blood samples from a goat to test for the virus
after a 12-year-old boy died of the Nipah virus in Kozhikode, Kerala state, India,

Tuesday, Sept.7, 2021. The southern Indian state is quickly ramping up efforts to stop
a potential outbreak of the deadly Nipah virus, even as it continues to battle the
highest number of coronavirus cases in the country. (AP Photo/Shijith. K)

Officials are using contact tracing, quarantine and hospitalization on the 188 people
who have came into contact with the preteen to prevent a wide-spread outbreak, CBS
reported.

"This is one of those viruses we really need to pay attention to," John Lednicky, a
research professor at the University of Florida's Environmental and Global Health
department, told USA TODAY.

The reemergence of the Nipah virus is compacting a problem in the nation already
grappling with the effects of COVID-19, with over 30,000 new COVID cases reported
on Monday.

What is the Nipah virus?
The Nipah virus was first discovered in Malaysia and Singapore in 1999 after
multiple pigs and people became sick, according to the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention.

So far, the only recorded outbreaks have occurred in Asia.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nipah-virus-outbreak-india-kerala/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/india/
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/nipah/about/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/nipah/about/index.html


It's classified as a zoonotic virus that initially spreads from animals to people. It can
also be transmitted through contaminated food and directly between people.

The Nipah virus is not related to COVID-19, but may have the same originating
source — bats.

The host of the virus is fruit bats, also known as flying foxes because of their large
size.
Lednicky said pigs are highly susceptible to the virus and can come in contact with it
through fruit material the bats have been consuming.

Other domestic animals like horses, goats, sheep, cats and dogs can become infected,
according to the CDC.

Unsuspecting humans may also come into contact with contaminated fruit and
become infected.

"There's probably an underestimate of people who have been infected with the virus
due to people not being properly diagnosed," Lednicky said.

What are the signs and symptoms?
Symptoms of the Nipah virus vary from asymptomatic to acute respiratory infection
and — at its worst — encephalitis, a swelling of active tissue in the brain that can be
fatal, according to the World Health Organization.

Infected people can experience sore throat, fever, headaches and muscle pains. If the
infection progresses, dizziness and altered consciousness could be signs of
encephalitis.

The start of symptoms ranges from 4 to 14 days after exposure and there are currently
no vaccines available to treat the virus.

"There's no good treatment for it," Lednicky said. "They put you in the hospital, but
there's really nothing much else they can do for you."

WHO reports that 40% to 75% of Nipah cases are fatal compared to COVID-19
fatality rate of around 2%.

Should people in US be worried?
Lednicky said people in the U.S. don't need to worry much about Nipah virus because
it has been isolated to Asia regions where fruit bats live.

But there's always a chance someone can bring the virus into a new area.
"The concern really is how people travel," Lednicky said.

"Years ago when travel was more restricted, you didn't see unusual pathogens
traveling."

Lednicky hopes that U.S. can learn from the COVID-19 pandemic and take on a more
proactive approach versus a reactive one.

https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/health/2021/01/16/covid-one-year-anniversary-unknowns-remain-coronavirus-origins/6582961002/
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/health/2021/01/16/covid-one-year-anniversary-unknowns-remain-coronavirus-origins/6582961002/
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/nipah-virus


"There are going to be more emerging pathogens," he said.

"It seems like history repeats itself because we're unprepared."

Analysis-S.Korea blazes new path with 'most potent' conventional missile
submarine
By Josh Smith - Reuters

Reuters/KIM HONG-JI FILE PHOTO: A South Korean soldier walks past
Hyunmoo-2 and Hyunmoo-3 ballistic missiles during a photo opportunity ahead of a
celebration to mark the 69th anniversary of Korea Armed Forces Day, in Pyeongtaek

SEOUL (Reuters) - South Korea's development of a conventional submarine-launched
ballistic missile (SLBM) is a ground-breaking move, analysts said, with implications
for North Korea, the U.S. alliance, and even the prospect of nuclear weapons in South
Korea.

Last week, South Korea conducted ejection tests of the SLBM
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/skorea-tests-first-submarine-launched-ba
llistic-missile-yonhap-2021-09-07 from its recently launched Dosan Ahn Chang-ho
KSS-III submarine, Yonhap news agency reported, showcasing a unique capability. It
is the only nation to field such weapons without nuclear warheads.

Seoul says the conventionally armed missile is designed to help counter any attack by
North Korea. Analysts say the unusual weapon also checks many other boxes,
including reducing South Korea's reliance on the United States and providing a
foundation if it ever decided to pursue a nuclear arsenal.

South Korea's ministry of defence declined to confirm the tests, but said it is pursuing
upgraded missile systems to counter North Korea.



South Korea's sub-launched missile, believed to be a variant of the country's
ground-based Hyunmoo-2B ballistic missile, with a flight range of about 500
kilometres (311 miles), is smaller than the nuclear-tipped SLBMs developed by the
North.
I. Sutton, a specialist in military submarines, said the South's technology is more
advanced, however, and called the combination of an SLBM with the submarine's
quiet Air Independent Propulsion system a potential "game changer."

"In these respects it is the most potent conventionally powered and armed submarine
in the world," he wrote in a report for Naval News.

South Korea's SLBM is one of a wide range of conventional missiles that the country
is developing to augment its "Overwhelming Response" doctrine, said Ankit Panda, a
senior fellow at the U.S.-based Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. The
doctrine is an operational plan for strikes to pre-empt a North Korean attack or
incapacitate its leadership in a major conflict.

"The SLBM is nominally justified in these terms, granting South Korean planners a
highly survivable conventional second strike option in the face of North Korean attack;
these missile systems would punish North Korea's leadership in the case of an attack
on the south," he said.

Although submarine-launched ballistic missiles are usually associated with nuclear
weapons, that does not mean South Korea has them or is pursuing them, he said.

"However, should the alliance with the United States fray in the future or South
Korea's national defences needs drastically shift, these SLBMs would provide an
immediately available foundation for a limited, survivable nuclear force," he added.

A POLITICAL ISSUE
For now it is just an academic debate, but one that has made its way into the current
South Korean presidential campaign, with some conservative candidates arguing that
the country should seek a nuclear deterrent either on its own or by hosting American
weapons, as some NATO allies do.

The United States removed its battlefield nuclear weapons from South Korea in 1991,
but has continued to protect its ally under a "nuclear umbrella."

But recent years were tumultuous for the U.S.-South Korea alliance, with then-U.S.
President Donald Trump pressing Seoul to pay more for the American military
presence there, and even suggesting that countries, including South Korea and Japan,
may need to develop their own nuclear weapons.

“It is unrealistic to prevent us from our own nuclear armament when North Korea
has not given up its nuclear weapons yet," presidential candidate Yoo Seung-min said
last month.

The SLBM programme doesn't appear to be part of elaborate plan to hedge toward
nuclear weapons, said Joshua Pollack, a researcher at the James Martin Center for



Nonproliferation Studies who co-wrote a report last year warning that advances in
conventional missiles in both Koreas have helped create a new pathway for a crisis.

"It simply looks like South Korea is trying to catch up with North Korea

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles-southkorea-analys-idUSKBN
2BM0G8," he said.

"For decades, each side has been determined to show that it is more advanced and
capable."

In July 2019 North Korean state media showed leader Kim Jong Un inspecting a
large, newly built submarine. While North Korea did not describe the submarine's
weapons, analysts said the apparent size of the vessel indicated it was designed to
carry ballistic missiles.

Later that year, North Korea said it had successfully test-fired a new SLBM from the
sea, and in January it showcased a new SLBM design.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-politics-idUSKBN29J2YG during a
military parade in Pyongyang.

One Western diplomatic source said it was likely that other countries would follow
South Korea's lead.

So far the test launch has not elicited public responses from officials in North Korea,
Japan, China or other nearby countries, but South Korea’s neighbours are bound to
ask tough questions, Pollack said.

"The loser here is the entire region, in the throes of a multi-sided missile race
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/caught-between-china-us-asian-countries
-stockpile-powerful-new-missiles-2021-07-20," he said.

(Reporting by Josh Smith. Editing by Gerry Doyle)

Strong Acapulco quake aftershocks unnerve Mexican resort's residents
By Uriel Sanchez - Reuters



Reuters/STRINGER Powerful quake shakes southwest Mexico

ACAPULCO, Mexico (Reuters) -Shaken residents slept in cars and on the streets of
Mexico's famed Acapulco beach resort early on Wednesday, as a series of strong
aftershocks rippled through the city after a powerful earthquake that killed one man.

Reuters/STRINGER Powerful quake shakes southwest Mexico

The 7.0 magnitude earthquake hit 11 miles (17.7 km) northeast of Acapulco in
southwestern Guerrero state late on Tuesday. It damaged the control tower at the
beach resort's international airport, cracked walls in a hospital attending COVID-19
patients and triggered landslides and gas leaks.



Reuters/LUIS CORTES People react during a quake in Mexico City

However, the quake did not cause major destruction, according to initial reports by
authorities.
In Acapulco, dozens of cars lined the beachfront promenade, a Reuters witness said,
with more joining after a big aftershock struck shortly before daybreak.

Mexico's National Seismological Service reported nearly a hundred aftershocks,
including one that measured 5.2 magnitude.

A video shared by local disaster authorities shortly after the initial quake showed a
cloudy night sky lit by lightning flashes.
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/apocalypse-rare-lightning-adds-quake-awe-
mexico-2021-09-08 as water sloshed from a hillside swimming pool in the city made
famous by Hollywood stars in the 1950s.

The shaking threw belongings off shelves and swung light fittings in people's homes in
other videos on social media.

"We were in shock," said Andrea del Valle, who was sitting on a pavement with her
partner after rushing out of a cinema. "There were no earthquake alarms, so we felt it
when it was already happening."

Guerrero state governor Hector Astudillo told local television that a man was killed
by a falling post in Coyuca de Benitez, a small town just west of Acapulco.
At one hotel entrance, a large metal pole crushed a car. The airport remained closed
and several roads into the city were blocked by landslides, authorities said.

President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador said the earthquake had not caused major
damage in Guerrero, the neighboring region of Oaxaca, Mexico City or any other
areas.

SEPTEMBER SHAKES



Southern and central Mexico is frequently hit by earthquakes. A big one in September
1985 and two in September 2017 prompted so many in the country to wonder if the
month is more prone to tremors that a government pamphlet was issued to dispel the
myth.

"It was terrible. It really reminds me of the 1985 quake every time something like this
happens," said Yesmin Rizk, a 70-year-old resident of Mexico City's central Roma Sur
neighbourhood. "I'm not sure we'll sleep tonight."

The 1985 quake killed thousands of people in Mexico City.
In Roma Sur, lights went off and scared residents rushed out, some in little more than
their pyjamas, a Reuters witness said. Residents huddled together in the rain, holding
young children or pets.

Mexico City is roughly 230 miles (370 km) from Acapulco.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) said Tuesday's quake, initially measured at a
magnitude of 7.4 and later downgraded to 7.0, was relatively shallow, just 12 miles
below the surface, which would have amplified the shaking effect.

Mexican state power utility the Comision Federal de Electricidad said in a statement
1.6 million users had been affected in Mexico City, the adjacent State of Mexico, and
the states of Guerrero, Morelos and Oaxaca.

(Reporting by Uriel Sanchez, Sharay Angulo and Dave Graham, additional reporting
by Stefanie Eschenbacher; Writing by Frank Jack Daniel; Editing by Ana Nicolaci da
Costa and Chizu Nomiyama)

Opinions | The U.S. helped design Afghanistan’s constitution. It was built to fail.
John Carey & Andrew Reynolds - The Washington Post

Creating a stable Afghanistan was never fundamentally a military problem. States
survive or collapse on the strength of their political foundations — and Afghanistan is
rough terrain for establishing a viable democratic state.

As two political scientists who, between 2004 and 2012, advised the U.S. State
Department on institutional design in Afghanistan, we witnessed multiple missteps
that helped seal Afghan democracy’s fate.

At a very basic level, the founders of the new state chose the wrong governing
institutions — ones that were either unsuited to existing power dynamics or that were
intrinsically likely to foster division rather than compromise.



A Taliban patrol in Kandahar, Afghanistan, on Aug. 22. (EPA-EFE/Shutterstock)

The United States had unparalleled influence on the design of Afghanistan’s new
democracy, so it bears considerable responsibility for these errors. It oversaw the
creation of a highly centralized national government rather than investing in regional
autonomy that better reflected conditions on the ground.

It rejected a parliamentary system in favor of a presidential system — a kind of
government that fosters a winner-take-all posture among politicians and the
electorate, and self-aggrandizement in the president himself.

Afghanistan’s founders — under American influence — also embraced a method of
voting in multi-member districts that political scientists know is intrinsically flawed.
The constitution’s designers, moreover, discouraged the development of party politics,
even though parties underpin democracy by organizing factions and facilitating
cooperation.

These choices generated powerful incentives for a politics of individualism and
factionalism rather than coalition building. All of this was well known, and noted, at
the time.

Two men dominated the construction of the 2004 constitution — Hamid Karzai, who
served as interim president from 2002 to 2004 (and as president after that), and
Zalmay Khalilzad, who served as U.S. ambassador to Afghanistan from 2003 to 2005
and oversaw the new charter’s drafting and ratification.

The constitution itself was written by a 35-member commission including both
Afghans and foreign legal experts, working largely in secret; it finished its work in
November 2003. A month later, the document was offered as a fait accompli to the
500-plus members of the constitutional Loya Jirga — selected by regional caucuses
— meeting in a huge tent in Kabul.

https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/electoral-systems-today-the-curious-case-of-afghanistan/
https://www.journalofdemocracy.org/articles/crafting-a-constitution-for-afghanistan/
https://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/04/international/asia/afghan-council-gives-approval-to-constitution.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2004/1/4/afghan-constitution-nears-completion


Over three weeks, the Loya Jirga expressed misgivings about the choice of institutions
they had been presented, but they were given almost no leeway to amend the details.

Karzai, who had been anointed by the West to lead Afghanistan, was not a member of
the entrenched patchwork of regional power brokers who had parceled out power in
the country for decades. So it was not surprising that he and American officials
sought, ultimately in vain, to make the center of Afghanistan — the capital in Kabul
— strong and the periphery weak.

Toward that goal, the Constitution conferred vast formal authority in the presidency,
leaving it largely unconstrained by the legislature. (The president, for instance,
appointed provincial governors.) Yet the Afghan president’s true power never
matched the power he possessed on paper, and regional leaders understood this.

To take root, democracy requires the consent of election losers. But presidential
systems of government — in contrast to parliamentary systems — create a
winner-take-all contest for control of the executive branch that works against gaining
the losers’ acquiescence (as the United States itself learned in 2020).

Scholars have documented this tendency in, for example, South American countries
that backslid into dictatorships, and it was readily evident in Afghanistan, where the
presidential elections were marred by irregularities, fraud and failures to concede.

The most recent such election, in 2019, produced a months-long standoff between the
top candidates, incumbent President Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah, that was
only “resolved” by a murky power-sharing deal under which Ghani retained the
titular presidency but Abdullah exercised some executive authority.

Ghani and Abdullah had also faced off in 2014, leading to a similar standoff — and a
similar power-sharing arrangement.

Then there was the misguided voting system. In designing institutions for post-conflict
societies riven by deep divisions, the key imperative is that the rules of political
competition should reward pulling together rather than going it alone.

This means setting rules that encourage individual politicians to gather under a
single banner. If Boss A and Warlord B can win a greater share of representation and
power by forming the AB Front than they can each on his own, they’re more likely to
seek common ground.

Yet Afghanistan chose a voting system for voting for members of parliament that is
known to produce the strongest anti-coalition incentives possible. It opted for “single
nontransferable voting” (known as SNTV), which refers to a system in which districts
have multiple members, and each voter casts a ballot for only one candidate.

In the United States, legislators are chosen in single-winner elections. In each district,
the one candidate with the most votes wins, so only the largest bloc of voters gets
represented. Most democracies around the world, however, elect their lawmakers in
multi-member districts, which allow for more inclusive representation.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/did-trump-prove-that-governments-with-presidents-just-dont-work/2021/02/04/9e9c69f2-5f3f-11eb-9430-e7c77b5b0297_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/18/world/asia/afghanistan-election-ashraf-ghani.html


A given district might have legislators from more than one party, ethnicity, religion or
ideological current. In Afghanistan’s fractured society, multi-member districts were
the right choice but SNTV was not.

Most election rules reward cooperation by allowing politicians who run under a
common banner, usually called a party list, to pool their votes together. If one
member of the list attracts more votes than are needed to win a single seat, the extra
support can bring additional team members into parliament.

Not so under SNTV, in which votes cannot be pooled: It’s every candidate for himself
or herself. Under SNTV, appealing to a larger share of voters than needed to secure a
single seat gains politicians nothing, so they attend to their core supporters only.

Two critical, and predictable, results followed.

First, Afghan lawmakers did not form stable coalitions or meaningful parties. Any
decision from parliament required construction of a new majority from scratch.

Second, ballots themselves turned into interminable lists of individuals. In the Kabul
district, which elected 33 representatives, the ballot contained more than 400
candidates in 2005, and nearly 700 in 2010, for instance.

Afghan voters could not decipher their options, much less enforce accountability
through elections.

SNTV is used by almost no successful democracies. (Jordan, the Pitcairn Islands, and
Vanuatu use SNTV for their main legislative assemblies. Indonesia and Thailand use
it to select upper chambers with limited authorities).

Japan and Taiwan had used SNTV in the late 20th century but abandoned it well
before Afghanistan embraced it, on grounds that it fostered corruption and
factionalism. And that’s precisely what the system promoted in Afghanistan.

People who might seek accommodation and a broader vision of politics got no
advantage over those who intended to look after only their local interests and their
own inner circle. SNTV encouraged the narrowest conception of political
representation imaginable, and that’s exactly what Afghans got.

When the foundations of a building take no account of the terrain underneath,
instability results. The Afghan president had all the power on paper but little in
practice. He sat atop a state without military muscle, popular legitimacy or riches to
distribute.

And the legislature was chaotic — a group of individuals that could not focus on the
common good. In short, Afghan institutions of governing created a power vacuum,
and it was filled at the local level by warlords, chancers, criminal gangs — and the
Taliban, who have now taken over.

https://areu.org.af/publication/1211/
https://areu.org.af/publication/1211/
https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/electoral-system-design-the-new-international-idea-handbook.pdf
http://scheiner.ucdavis.edu/uploads/9/4/7/5/94754176/mckean_and_scheiner_2000_es.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.3998/mpub.15603


We cannot know whether a better-designed Afghan democracy would have gained
traction. But we can say with confidence that the institutions chosen for Afghanistan
seriously undermined the nation’s chances.

Royal Navy warships leave the UK for landmark five-year Pacific deployment
Brad Lendon, CNN

Two Royal Navy patrol ships left the United Kingdom on Tuesday for a five-year
deployment that will see them act as "the eyes and ears" of Britain from the west
coast of Africa, to the west coast of the United States, according to a British Defense
Ministry statement.

LPhot Lee Blease/Royal Navy HMS Spey and HMS Tamar depart for their forward
deployment to the Indo-Pacific

"Two-thirds of the world is our playground," said Lt. Cmdr. Ben Evans, commanding
officer of HMS Spey, a 2,000-ton, 300-foot-long offshore patrol vessel that will team
with HMS Tamar for a mission that is not expected to see them return to their
Portsmouth home port until 2026.

While patrolling the waters of the Pacific and Indian oceans, the warships will
venture as far north as the Bering Sea and as far south as New Zealand and the
Australian state of Tasmania.

In the center of that region is China, with whom tensions have been heating up with
Britain's top ally, the United States.

"They will act as the eyes and ears of the Navy -- and nation -- in the region, working
alongside Britain's allies, carrying out security patrols to deal with drug-running,
smuggling, terrorism and other illegal activities, joining in exercises with other
navies and armed forces, and flying the flag for Global Britain," the Defense Ministry
statement said.

http://a.msn.com/01/en-us/AAOcQja?ocid=sf
https://twitter.com/share?url=http://a.msn.com/01/en-us/AAOcQja?ocid=st&text=Royal+Navy+warships+leave+the+UK+for+landmark+five-year+Pacific+deployment&original_referer=http://a.msn.com/01/en-us/AAOcQja?ocid=st
https://web.whatsapp.com/send?text=http://a.msn.com/01/en-us/AAOcQja?ocid=sw
mailto:?subject=Royal Navy warships leave the UK for landmark five-year Pacific deployment&body=I thought you would be interested in this story I found on MSN: Royal Navy warships leave the UK for landmark five-year Pacific deployment http://a.msn.com/01/en-us/AAOcQja?ocid=se


Global Britain is the country's post-Brexit blueprint to exert British influence around
the world in a number of areas, including in the case of the two warships, military
security.

Britain in March released a sweeping review of its military and foreign policy, in
which it recognized a tilt toward the Indo-Pacific in the coming decade and warned of
the challenges coming from China.

HMS Spey and HMS Tamar each carry a crew of 46, members of which the Royal
Navy says will be swapped out as frequently as every few weeks as the service tries to
get regional experience to its crews, while not burning them out on the far-flung
mission. That will also allow the ships to spend up to nine months at a time at sea, the
navy said.

'2,000-ton Swiss Army knives'
The ships will not have a permanent base in the Pacific. Instead, they'll call in bases
and ports of allies and partners as best suits their mission, the navy said.

Along with their normal crews, the ships will host up to 52 Royal Marines or other
troops, who can help with specific missions, "a versatility which makes the vessels
'2,000-ton Swiss Army knives,'" according to the navy statement.

The ships headed west into the Atlantic from Portsmouth to begin their deployment
Tuesday. They will go through the Panama Canal to make their way to their new
Pacific patrol area.

Spey and Tamar have gotten World War I-era "dazzle paint" for their Pacific mission.
The paint scheme was meant to make warships harder to track a hundred years ago,
at time when the British fleet was regarded as the best in the world.

"With our paint schemes, we stand out -- we look different. We'll be flying the White
Ensign together in the Indo-Pacific region. People will know that the Royal Navy is
back," said Evans, Spey's commander.

UK allies and partners around the region have already gotten a taste of the modern
Royal Navy this summer with the deployment of Britain's largest warship, the aircraft
carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth, to the region.

The UK's Carrier Strike Group 21, which also includes American and Dutch warships,
left Britain in May on a seven-month deployment that has seen it go as far as South
Korea, where it completed three days of exercises with the South Korean Navy last
week.

That followed the first-ever exercises between US and British carrier strike groups as
the carrier USS Carl Vinson and its escorts held combined exercises with the Queen
Elizabeth in the Pacific. F-35 stealth fighter jets from both carriers conducted
training operations during those exercises.

UK-Japan defense cooperation
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The Queen Elizabeth visited the Yokosuka Naval Base in Japan this week, with senior
Japanese defense officials and military officers visiting the carrier on Monday.

"The visit of the British carrier strike group holds great significance, to maintain and
strengthen a free and open Indo-Pacific," Japanese Defense Minister Nobuo Kishi
said after his visit to the Queen Elizabeth, according to a Reuters report.

Yokosuka is also the homeport of the American carrier USS Ronald Reagan, the only
one of the US Navy's 11 aircraft carriers that is based outside the United States.

That is seen as a symbol of the strong US defense commitment to Japan, the kind of
ties Britain wants to promote in the Pacific with the Queen Elizabeth and its other
warships.

"The visit to Japan of HMS Queen Elizabeth and other UK vessels of the Carrier
Strike Group is a confident embodiment of the close and deepening relationship
between the UK and Japan," British Ambassador to Japan Julia Longbottom said in a
statement.

"The UK-Japan relationship has a long history. We believe this visit marks the
elevation of our defense and security relationship to a new level," she said.

All three partners, Japan, the UK and the US, have been vocal about what they term
the increasing Chinese threat to security around the Asia-Pacific.

In its defense white paper released this summer, Tokyo took a strong stance against
what it called China's "unilateral attempts to change the status quo in the East and
South China Seas," and it mentioned Britain as a key partner in sharing its vision of a
"free and open Indo-Pacific."

For its part, China has scoffed at the presence of the UK carrier and other warships
in the region.

Writing in Chinese state media when the Queen Elizabeth transited the South China
Sea in late July, Wu Shicun, president of China's National Institute for South China
Sea Studies, described the UK carrier deployment as an attempt to "relive the glory
days of the British Empire."

"The South China Sea was a symbol of Britain's glorious colonial past, through which
the old-time empire that prided itself on its worldwide colonies shipped back the
fortune and treasures it plundered in Asia," Wu wrote.

On Wednesday, Hu Xijin, editor of the state-run tabloid the Global Times, brushed off
the significance of the pride of the UK fleet in Pacific waters.

"The British aircraft carrier's visit to Japan was regarded by Chinese netizens as a
hug of two hired thugs of the US. In the eyes of Chinese netizens, Queen Elizabeth
aircraft carrier is useless as a dredger," Hu said on Twitter.

https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/britain-shows-off-queen-elizabeth-aircraft-carrier-anxious-japan-2021-09-06/


Anxious staffers mute Biden's remarks: Report
Jeremy Beaman - Examiner

Some staffers in the Biden White House would rather miss their boss speak in public
than endure another gaffe, according to a new report.

Provided by Washington Examiner

Anxiety about what President Joe Biden might say if he takes questions from the
media drives some in the White House to mute him or turn off his public appearances
altogether, Politico reported Tuesday, citing White House officials.

“I know people who habitually don’t watch it live for that reason,” an unnamed
official told the outlet for the report, which focused on occasions when he strays from
messaging crafted by the West Wing.

The Washington Examiner reached out to the White House for comment.
Biden, who occasionally shrugs off reporters' inquiries by telling the press his staff
directed him not to take questions, has made frequent flubs during press events and
other public appearances by losing his line of thinking, stumbling, and forgetting
names.

The president mistakenly referred to Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer as "Jennifer"
during an event in August, and in March, he said "President" Harris when referring
to Vice President Kamala Harris.

On Tuesday, Biden asserted during a briefing about the damage incurred from
Hurricane Ida that tornadoes are called something else now.

"The members of Congress know, from their colleagues in Congress, that, uh, you
know, the, looks like a tornado, they don't call them that anymore, that hit the crops
and wetlands in the middle of the country, in Iowa and Nevada. It's just across the
board," Biden said at a press conference in New Jersey.
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Some Republicans have seized on Biden's verbal miscues and overall posture, saying
his public appearances indicate the 78-year-old president is out of his league.

“I think he’s either going to resign — they’re going to convince him to resign from
office at some point in the near future for medical issues — or they’re going to have
to use the 25th Amendment to get rid of this man,” Texas Rep. Ronny Jackson, a
former White House physician, said in July.

Biden wants to move on from the Americans he abandoned in Afghanistan
Zachary Faria - Washington Examiner

President Joe Biden is moving on from his summer crises. Unfortunately, the same
can’t be said for the Americans he stranded in Afghanistan.

Provided by Washington Examiner

Biden is “hoping to turn the page” on those Americans, in the words of
the Associated Press. It’s no wonder why that’s the case: Biden is a cynical politician
who is willing to disregard his responsibilities as a president in order to achieve his
domestic agenda. After all, what are a few hundred American hostages to the Taliban
when there is infrastructure and new social programs to spend money on?

And those Americans are hostages. Six planes are ready to take 19 U.S. citizens and
two permanent residents, among hundreds of others, out of Afghanistan. Two of those
planes are at an airport in northern Afghanistan, but the Taliban won’t let them leave.
A congressional source told CBS News that “the Taliban is basically holding them
hostage to get more out of the Americans.”

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/republicans-25th-amendment-biden-kabul-afghanistan
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But Biden has moved on. While Secretary of State Antony Blinken bemoans that it is
difficult to evacuate Americans without personnel present (who would have thought?),

Biden is now preparing to travel to California to campaign for embattled Democratic
Gov. Gavin Newsom. Apparently, saving Newsom’s mediocre political career is more
important than bringing home Americans who are at the mercy of a group of
backward terrorist thugs.

Biden can hardly acknowledge that he abandoned Americans in Afghanistan thanks to
his chaotic withdrawal. After all, his administration repeatedly assured us that they
planned for every contingency. Hundreds of Americans, along with permanent
residents and America’s Afghan allies, being left to the whims of the Taliban? This
was all planned for, Biden has told us.

Biden’s Afghanistan withdrawal was a disgrace. He can’t be allowed to run from that
just because he feels like it’s time to move on. He managed to do everything wrong,
culminating in the Taliban conquering the country and claiming a few hundred
American hostages in the process. It shouldn’t need to be said that that is more
important for the president of the United States than a languishing infrastructure bill
or Newsom.

Biden wants an aggressive transition to electric vehicles. A surprising ally is
pumping the brakes
By Ella Nilsen - CNN

President Joe Biden wants to corner the market on electric vehicles. In August, he
announced a target that by 2030, half of the vehicles sold in the United States will be
battery electric, fuel-cell electric or plug-in hybrid. It would be a seismic shift for an
auto industry dominated by gas-powered vehicles.
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Carlos Osorio/AP A United Auto Worker member assembles a 2018 Ford F-150 truck
at the Ford Rouge assembly plant, in Dearborn, Michigan in 2018. The Dearborn
plant will assemble the all-electric Ford F150 Lightning, which will be available in

the 2022 model year.

But resistance to Biden's ambitious goal is coming from a surprising stakeholder: the
United Autoworkers Union, one of Biden's oldest political allies.

The union has long been wary about the shift to electric vehicles and its implication
for jobs, with electric vehicles taking about 30% less labor to assemble than
traditional internal combustion engine vehicles, industry experts have told CNN.

"Our concerns were what that impact would be for our membership, what those
products would actually look like, [and] potential volumes around those products,"
UAW President Ray Curry told CNN in August, adding his union wanted assurances
from the administration that EVs coming from the Detroit automakers would be built
by union workers.

Making American cars greener is a key component of Biden's economic and climate
agendas, and major US automakers are already planning for the inevitable future of
electric vehicles.

GM pledged earlier this year that 100% of its cars sold would be zero-emissions by
2035. Ford also announced in May that 40% of its vehicles sold by 2030 will be
electric.
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Doug Mills/The New York Times/Redux Biden tours the Ford Rouge Electric Vehicle
Center in Dearborn, Michigan, in May.

But the transition will be difficult; passenger vehicles contribute 29% of total US
greenhouse gas emissions, and EVs and plug-in hybrids combined only account for
around 2% of the US auto sales, according to a UAW analysis. EVs made up just
2.6% of total global car sales as of 2019, according to the International Energy
Agency.

It would be the most significant change for the industry since Henry Ford's moving
assembly line, said Harley Shaiken, a labor expert at the University of California
Berkeley.
"Historically the union has embraced new technologies but has worked very hard to
ensure workers can benefit from that," Shaiken told CNN.

EVs are easier to make in large part because they have fewer components. Internal
combustion vehicles and their powertrains — the mechanics that convert gasoline to
energy and propel the vehicles — have far more individual components to assemble.
EVs are powered by batteries and use energy more efficiently, according to
a Department of Energy analysis.

Climate change and the global impact of fossil fuel emissions are a secondary
consideration for many union members compared to job security, Shaiken said.
Workers may be more concerned about whether they can make enough money to feed
their families and send their kids to college.

There are tens of thousands of auto workers in Indiana, Michigan and Ohio involved
in producing internal combustion engines, Wayne State University professor and
UAW labor expert Marick Masters told CNN. With many fewer parts to electric
vehicles and less labor required, there are natural questions about what impact the
transition could have on jobs.

"There's also a level of concern with pay and benefits at these new companies, the
new footprint of employment that would take place," Masters said, speaking about

https://uaw.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/2021-UAW-EV-Update-1.pdf
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prominent EV companies like Tesla, which produces the vast majority US-made
electric vehicles and is openly anti-union.

Forging a compromise between unions, auto makers and environmental groups in the
lead-up to Biden's August announcement was "hard," a source with knowledge of the
conversations told CNN.

"It's been a bit of a struggle, and none of that should surprise any of us," the source
said. "The UAW has watched automakers writ large find creative ways, as markets
shift, to avoid bargaining with unions."

To help ease the transition, the UAW is lobbying the White House and lawmakers to
support consumer tax incentives for purchasing union-made EVs, a proposal included
in the budget reconciliation bill currently making its way through Congress.

An amendment from Democratic Sen. Debbie Stabenow of Michigan would provide a
base credit of $7,500 to help consumers purchase electric vehicles, an additional
$2,500 credit for vehicles made in America and another $2,500 credit for vehicles
made with union labor.

Should that amendment pass via budget reconciliation, consumers buying American
and union-made EVs could be eligible for a maximum tax credit of $12,500.

"With the EV consumer credit, the way we're writing it is to skew it in favor of
domestically produced and union produced vehicles," Democratic Rep. Dan Kildee of
Michigan told CNN.

"If we don't get ahead of the EV production and consumer demand, we could see
Americans buying EVs that are produced somewhere else. Our goal is to make sure
we have American jobs."

The Biden administration supports the incentive, though that's no guarantee it will
survive the intense negotiations taking shape in Washington this month. Two
moderate Senate Democrats, Sens. Joe Manchin and Kyrsten Sinema, have
already voiced opposition to a $3.5 trillion topline, with Manchin calling for
a "pause" on reconciliation last week.

One Democratic lawmaker told CNN that for electric vehicles to take off in the US
market, Congress is going to have to do more than pass better tax incentives; it will
also need to pass funding for electric vehicle charging stations that would allow
drivers to recharge their vehicles as easily as it would be to fill up their tanks with
gasoline.

"What we're not doing is moving at the same place to develop a grid that would
support it," said Rep. Gwen Moore of Michigan. "That's where I would really like to
see us step up."

With his 50% EV by 2030 goal, Biden signaled he wants the United States to ramp up
production now. And although UAW president Curry says he's wary of getting "locked
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into hardline percentage numbers" for EV targets, union leaders realize the shift to
electric is approaching quickly.

"It's coming, it's inevitable," said Bernie Ricke, the UAW Local 600 president. "I don't
think anyone can predict how fast it's coming, so from our perspective, our members
want to be the ones that build them."

At the August announcement, Biden was surrounded by union officials and introduced
by Ricke, whose Dearborn, Michigan, plant is responsible for producing the
new all-electric Ford F150 Lightning. Next year, that plant will start assembling the
electric F150 Lightning alongside a hybrid truck and two internal combustion
engines.

Ricke told CNN there's concern from his members about how EVs could affect their
jobs, and a strong desire to not only assemble the cars, but to manufacture batteries
and other EV components as well.

Union leaders told CNN they recognize an ally in Biden and have praised the
president's pro-union rhetoric. For now, they are relying on Biden's and
Congressional Democrats' word that they'll attempt to boost union-made cars with
tax credits — something that is far from guaranteed.

Importantly, the union doesn't want to be left out of negotiations on the cars of the
future.

"We're not going to sit on the sidelines and debate the issue; we are going to be part
of the discussions," Curry said.

The Italians Don’t Want To Kill Gas Engines
Steven Symes - Motorious

Provided by Motorious
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This could be where the European Union solidarity starts crumbling…
When it comes to banning gasoline engines, the European Union has been all-in, all
the countries seemingly onboard with the heavy-handed government regulations.
That’s what makes news of the Italians lobbying the EU to make an exception to
the hard ban on internal combustion engines by 2035 so shocking, at least for some.

What the Italian government wants is a legal variance for supercars, an industry
which is a matter of national pride and generates significant revenue for the country.
Fiats aren’t bringing in the big bucks, so if sales of the tiny little cars drop because
electrification makes them even more boring, more expensive, etc.

it won’t be a huge loss. However, if the elite stop dropping mad cash on Ferraris,
Lamborghinis, Paganis, etc. that will hurt big time.

Provided by Motorious

The argument from Italian government officials reportedly is that supercars are so
rare and driven less regularly than those boxes on wheels people call automobiles
that they hardly make an environmental impact. After all, Lamborghini and Ferrari
sell a small fraction of the cars Toyota or Ford does.

We like this idea and quite frankly don’t see why they can’t make supercars without
cats and other emissions equipment. Since they’re so rare and awesome, they should
be allowed to not follow anything the EPA says, let alone the EU.

In addition, Italian officials are pointing out how incredibly expensive electrification
is, something smaller automakers would have trouble transitioning too since they lack
the economies of scale.

It’s almost like this push to electrification is a move by auto giants to squeeze out the
competition, leaving just a few automakers around the world. That transition, of
course, would be super excellent for all us consumers since less competition means
better goods and services.
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Whether or not the Italians are successful in getting an exception for its storied
supercar brands remains to be seen. If not, perhaps we’ll see an Italexit?

Congress fumes over latest Afghanistan chaos
Laura Kelly - The Hill

Republicans are furious and some Democrats are seething over the ongoing chaos to
evacuate Americans and allies from Afghanistan.

Greg Nash/Julia Nikhinson Congress fumes over latest Afghanistan chaos

Lawmakers, advocates and ad hoc teams of evacuation task forces are blasting the
Biden administration, saying government officials have failed to help and even
hindered efforts to evacuate priority individuals.

Administration officials, meanwhile, are emphasizing that diplomacy is needed to
ensure the safe passage of those seeking to flee the Taliban-controlled country.



Secretary of State Antony Blinken on Tuesday pushed back on assertions that the
Taliban is essentially holding Americans and Afghan allies hostage by grounding
planes at a functioning airport in the city of Mazar-i-Sharif - a charge leveled by Rep.
Michael McCaul (R-Texas), the top Republican on the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, during an interview with "Fox News Sunday."

"It's my understanding that the Taliban has not denied exit to anyone holding a valid
document," Blinken said during a press conference in Qatar on Tuesday, where he is
visiting U.S. and Qatari officials who have helped transit the majority of evacuees
from Afghanistan.

"We are not aware of anyone being held on an aircraft or any hostage-like situation
in Mazar-i-Sharif."
Blinken's further explanation, however, has drawn criticism from members of
President Biden's own party.
The secretary said the administration cannot verify the identities of passengers on the
planes, a remark that drew swift pushback from Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.),
a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee whose office is vouching for at
least two planes full of American citizens, at-risk Afghan allies and their families,
including small children.

"The information we provided the State Department is above and beyond what is
usually required for travel in Afghanistan," Maria McElwain, a spokesperson for
Blumenthal, wrote in an email to The Hill in response to the secretary's remarks in
Qatar.

McElwain said the senator's office provided the State Department with the planes'
manifests as early as Aug. 30, with continual updates through Monday, and that
Blinken was "not correct" in saying passenger identities cannot be verified.

She further called it "clearly problematic" for the State Department to rely on the
Taliban to individually verify "extremely vulnerable Afghans on these flights."

Sayara International, the organization working with Blumenthal on the chartered
evacuation flights, said in a statement Tuesday that it is "disheartened by the
misinformation and inaccurate rhetoric surrounding our charter flights scheduled to
depart from Mazar-i-Sharif" and that their passenger manifests "have been vetted and
approved by the U.S. Government."

The dispute over the charter flights underscores the challenges facing the Biden
administration following the U.S. military withdrawal on Aug. 31.

While the administration succeeded in evacuating more than 124,000 people by the
end of last month, their efforts have shifted to discussions with the governments of
Qatar and Turkey to assist the Taliban in reopening Kabul's Hamid Karzai
International Airport and securing land routes for border crossings.
But frustration is boiling over among critics in Washington who say the
administration is failing on multiple fronts in its pledge to evacuate any American
who wants to get out.



Blinken is expected to testify before both the House Foreign Affairs and Senate
Foreign Relations committees next week to answer questions from lawmakers on
Afghanistan.

While the administration says there are a little more than 100 American citizens in the
process of being evacuated, they have not provided a tally on green card holders,
Afghan allies who either completed or are in the application process for Special
Immigrant Visas (SIV) and other at-risk Afghans who are targets of the Taliban.

The White House on Tuesday said it was going to Congress to ask for funds to bring
and resettle up to 95,000 Afghans in the U.S., but some independent estimates say the
number of SIV applicants and their families could be well over 100,000.

Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-N.H.), a member of the Senate Armed Services and Foreign
Relations committees, sent a letter to Blinken on Friday requesting answers on
thousands of Afghans her office is tracking and the administration's plan for those
still stuck in Afghanistan or waiting in third countries.

"My office has submitted over 2,200 names to the Department, many of whom ...
obtained sufficient documentation but were still unable to evacuate and women and
girls who fear retribution from the Taliban for seeking basic human rights,"
Shaheen wrote in the letter.

"Although some individuals have shared the status of their evacuation with my office,
I do not have confirmation from many cases that have successfully departed. In
addition, I have questions concerning next steps for individuals who remain in
Afghanistan and third countries awaiting a path to safety."

A congressional aide who was on a call last week with the State Department
discussing efforts to address visas for Afghans said staff from both Republican and
Democratic offices were "incredibly frustrated and unhappy with the answers we
were getting, they were just unacceptable."

At the top of the list of frustrations is the bureaucratic Catch-22 facing SIV applicants
who cannot finish their visa applications because they need an in-person interview.
The stated solution is that applicants must go to a third country to have the interview
needed to get their visa to the U.S.

But getting out of Afghanistan and to a third country is nearly impossible.
"I'm sure that there are people that are working 24/7 over there at the State
Department, trying to clean up the mess that their higher ups have made," the
congressional source said, adding that the offices are looking for ways that Congress
can help the State Department in those efforts.

"I don't want to use hyperbole when it's unnecessary, but at every step of the way the
government seemed to have little to no avenues to help anyone. Even now they still
can't give us the full accounting of who got out and how many are left behind. We
can't get any information. It's incredibly frustrating," the aide said.
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A State Department spokesperson responded to a request for comment from The Hill,
saying, "As a general matter, we do not comment on communications with Congress."

In Xi Jinping's China, the private life of Chinese citizens isn't so private anymore
Nectar Gan & Steve George - CNN

Even for a powerful authoritarian state, the speed and extent to which the Communist
Party is expanding its reach into private lives in China has caught many off guard.

Ng Han Guan/AP FILE - In this June 28, 2021, file photo, Chinese President Xi
Jinping is seen leading other top officials pledging their vows to the party on screen
during a gala show ahead of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Chinese
Communist Party in Beijing. An avalanche of changes launched by China's ruling
Communist Party has jolted everyone from tech billionaires to school kids. Behind
them: Xi's vision of reviving an idealized early era of vigorous party leadership, with
more economic equality and tighter control over society and billionaire entrepreneurs.
(AP Photo/Ng Han Guan, File)

Since celebrating its centennial with great fanfare in July, the party has imposed a
flurry of regulations telling Chinese people, especially the younger generation, how to
live their everyday lives.

The sweeping new rules dictate how much time kids can play video games, when and
how students can take after-school classes, which entertainers with what type
of looks people can watch on TV, and what kind of activities fans can take part in to
support their celebrity idols.
These policies have received varying degrees of public support. The tough restrictions
limiting minors to three hours of video gaming a week have been applauded by many
parents at a loss at how to curb their children's gaming habits.

The ban on "effeminate" male celebrities in entertainment shows, meanwhile, has
drawn widespread criticism for promoting gender stereotypes and discrimination.
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The measures are the latest attempt by President Xi Jinping to reassert the party's
dominance in shaping the private lives of Chinese citizens, marking a significant
departure from the more hands-off direction Chinese leaders had taken in recent
decades past.

Personal freedoms have come a long way in China under Communist rule. During
Chairman Mao Zedong's tumultuous reign, the revolutionary zeal for collectivism
overrode the wishes of the individual, often leading to devastating, deadly
consequences.

Expression of individualism was all but wiped out during the Cultural Revolution, a
dark decade of social upheaval unleashed by Mao in 1966 when thought, speech and
even attire were restricted.

After the Cultural Revolution, which ended only with Mao's death in 1976, China
pivoted away from "class struggle" and focused on reforming and opening up its
economy. As the party dismantled the planned economy and shook up state-owned
enterprises, it gradually retreated from the private lives of Chinese people.

Rapid economic growth and growing exposure to the outside world presented many
Chinese with a variety of new lifestyle choices. While political control remained
stringent, especially after the Tiananmen Square crackdown in 1989, the party offered
an ever-expanding degree of economic and social freedoms in exchange for the
absence of political pluralism.

Under Xi, however, that unspoken deal appears to have begun to falter, as the
Communist Party seeks to reinsert itself into the center of Chinese life.
Analysts say the party's intrusion into private life has been long in the making,
following its tightening grip on virtually every other aspect of Chinese society and the
economy in recent years -- from clamping down on civil society to reining in the
country's tech giants.

"Now with the regulations on entertainment and so on, it does feel like all the realm
of choices is significantly narrowing," said Dali Yang, a professor of political science
at the University of Chicago.

The state as a parent
The recent policies are heavily tinged with paternalistic overtones and focus
primarily on the country's youth, who the party worries have become victims of what
it sees as the greedy quest for profits by private companies and the undue influence of
Western values.

Last month, a state media commentary called video games "spiritual opium," which it
said had "a negative impact on the physical and mental health of minors."

""Spiritual opium' has grown into an industry worth hundreds of billions," the
commentary said.

"No industry, no sport can be allowed to develop in a way that will destroy a
generation. (Protecting) the growth of minors should always come first."
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Weeks later, the Chinese government barred minors from playing online games on
school days. They are only allowed an hour of play time between 8 p.m. and 9 p.m.,
on Friday, weekends and public holidays.

Party mouthpieces have also decried the growing popularity of "sissy boy" stars,
blaming Chinese celebrities for importing the "morbid aesthetics" from Japan and
South Korea.

On August 28, the state-run Guangming Daily lashed out at male stars for appearing
on idol dramas and variety shows in "thick makeup, coquettish clothing and
appearing androgynous," warning of their "pernicious influence on the aesthetic taste
of young people."

The party also took aim at the private tutoring industry, which it blamed for piling
excessive pressure on students and preventing them from becoming more
well-rounded children.

But critics say the crackdown did little to ease the anxiety of parents or address the
root cause of the academic rat race -- namely the scarcity of good schools and
universities in contrast to the huge number of students in China.

"The state is trying to take over some of the functions of being a parent in some way,
helping them or trying to help," said Yang at the University of Chicago.

"But of course we know how limited (its effect) could be over the long haul, especially
when we have a tremendous generational difference here," he added.

Unlike Xi and his colleagues born in the Mao era, young people in China today have
grown up with an abundance of choices -- freedoms that are hard to take away once
people have grown accustomed to them.

Jean-Pierre Cabestan, a political science professor at Hong Kong Baptist University
and expert on Chinese politics, said if continued, the party's micromanagement of
their private lives is likely to "make a lot of enemies" among younger generations.

"At the time of Mao it was easy, because he mobilized the Red Guards and people
were faithful to him, and China was isolated...from the outside world. It's not the case
anymore," he said. "So they have to be much more careful and selective in intruding
into people's private life, and I think they will face more resistance."

While open dissent is unlikely, people could always find ways to go around the rules
and feign compliance, he added.

Remolding the youth for Xi's new era
Wu Qiang, an independent political analyst in Beijing, said the policies are part of
Xi's effort to remold the Chinese youth into fitting successors of his new era.

"As Xi prepares to start his third term in power at the 20th Party Congress next year,
he wants to cultivate a generation of young people that belong to him," Wu said.
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Xi has previously stressed the importance of "unifying thoughts," likening the
development of correct values during adolescence to buttoning a shirt: "If the first
button is done wrong, the rest will be buttoned wrong."

To cultivate loyalty and compliance to the party -- and to Xi himself -- students from
elementary schools to universities are required to study Xi's political philosophy
starting from this academic year. The courses are a compulsory subject in the
curriculum, taught with a series of stand-alone textbooks devoted to Xi Jinping
Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for the New Era.

That has prompted comparisons to the Cultural Revolution, when the cult of
personality around Mao reached a frenzied state, with the country's youngsters
fervently studying his wisdom in the Quotations From Mao Zedong -- known as the
"Little Red Book."

But unlike Mao, who encouraged the young Red Guards to attack the party
establishment and unleash chaos across the country, Xi wants the youth to "listen to
the party, follow the party" and become a constructive force in achieving his ambition
of restoring China to its position as a great global power.

"The future belongs to the youth," Xi said in a speech marking the party's centennial
in Beijing's Tiananmen Square on July 1.

"Chinese youth of the new era should set the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation as
their mission, strengthen their ambition, backbone and confidence of being
Chinese...and not let down the expectations of the party and the people," he said.

'Hey, Black people exist here': Black population makes significant gains in US
West
Bill Keveney - USA TODAY

LOS ANGELES – Sophia Calloway moved from Cincinnati to Phoenix last year to be
closer to her parents, who relocated from Ohio to the Arizona desert three years
earlier for new jobs.

Bernadette Williams-York departed Alabama for Seattle in 2018 to take a prestigious
post at the University of Washington.
C.T. Taylor jumped from one coastal megalopolis, New York, to another, Los Angeles,
to work for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security in 2017.

The three are among millions of Americans who move each year for new jobs, family
connections, educational opportunities and retirement, but their journey has special
significance: They are among a rising number of Black people moving to the West,
historically a region where their numbers have been low.
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Sophia Calloway Sophia Calloway, 31, who moved from Cincinnati to the Phoenix
area last year, is part of a growing number of Black people moving to parts of the

western U.S.

Black people are moving west "pretty much for all the same reasons that anyone else
would move here," Calloway said, ticking off such draws as employment
opportunities; growing cities with plenty of outdoor activities, restaurants and
nightlife; and, in large parts of the region, appealing weather.

In Arizona, "the sunshine is amazing. It's good for your mood."

The rising Black presence in the West, which still trails the 12.4% national average
for Black residents, can be measured in the pace of growth and in hard numbers.

Part of it is a proportional boom, resulting largely from a traditionally low Black
population base. Nine of the West's 11 contiguous states were among the 21
nationally to record double-digit percentage growth in Black population, according
to an analysis of 2020 census data. Idaho had the region's biggest increase, 60%;
only California lost Black residents.

Skyrocketing state and metro percentages, such as the 174% jump in the Black
population in the Twin Falls, Idaho, area, need to be understood in context.

That equates to an addition of 701 Black people, a tiny number but nevertheless
significant if you live in that area of 114,283 people.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/08/12/how-2020-census-change-how-we-look-america-what-expect/5493043001/


Although the West represents less than a quarter of the U.S. population, it accounted
for more than one-third of metropolitan areas that experienced growth of 25% or
more in the number of Black residents, according to the census analysis.

The momentum is evident in sheer numbers, too. Nevada, Arizona and
Washington made the top 10 of states with the largest number of new Black residents,
whereas no western states cracked that grouping in 2010, said William Frey, who
analyzes the census at the Brookings Institution.

Similarly, Las Vegas, Phoenix and Seattle ranked in the top 12 metro areas nationally
in Black population gain; only Phoenix, the nation's fastest-growing city, ranked that
high in 2010. Las Vegas added more than 80,000 Black residents and Phoenix more
than 70,000, with the Black population's rate of growth more than doubling the
overall rate in each metro area.

To be sure, the South still has by far the largest Black population in the nation and
the highest Black population increase since 2010. The West, however, ranked second
in its rate of Black population growth, outpacing percentage gains in the Northeast
and the Midwest.

"It does show that fairly big Black population gains are occurring in western
metropolitan areas that have been traditionally booming areas for whites and
Hispanics," Frey said.

More Black Americans in West reflects growing national diversity
Growth in the Black community in the West is consistent with overall population
trends, said Felicia Johnson Yoda, who follows the census for Faith in Action, a
national community organizing network fighting for social and racial justice.

Nationally, the white population dropped for the first time, while communities of
color, including the Black population, increased in number.

The "country is obviously growing more and more diverse, which is a good thing. The
strength of this country is its diversity," Yoda said. "So, it doesn't really surprise me
that those that identify as Black or African American are branching out to other
areas."

Black population growth in the West reflects a pattern for all racial and ethnic groups
across the country, said Mark Lopez, director of race and ethnicity research at the
Pew Research Center.

"The nation has been becoming more diverse over the course of the last three or four
decades. Initially, that was in places like California, New York, Florida and Texas.

But the story of diversity is now much more widespread, as the population has
dispersed to urban centers around the country and as economic opportunity has risen
in some parts of the country that had lower levels of economic activity in the past," he
said.
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Bernadette Williams-York Bernadette Williams-York moved from Montgomery,
Alabama, to the Pacific Northwest to pursue a career opportunity at the University of

Washington.

Black Americans search for community in West
Calloway, 31, an accountant who is finishing up her degree at the University of
Cincinnati remotely from Arizona, said the pandemic led her to re-evaluate what
mattered in her life and "being able to be close to my family when things were still
uncertain was really important to me."

More than 40% of Cincinnati residents are Black, while Phoenix is under
10%. Calloway notices the smaller Black population in Phoenix and her home in
outer suburb Buckeye, but she said the move has been "overall positive."

"I felt more of a sense of community, like Black community, in Cincinnati than I have
in Phoenix, but I will say there seems to be more diversity in Phoenix overall and
that’s intriguing. It's nice.

I've met more people from other backgrounds, rather than just Black or white… and
I've appreciated that experience," she said.

Calloway, who has met other young Black professionals through the Greater Phoenix
Urban League, knows of at least four Black friends from Ohio who are recent arrivals
to Phoenix, but the community remains small enough that finding some products and
services is a challenge.



In Cincinnati, "I could go to a local Kroger or Walgreens or Target and there was a
huge assortment of Black haircare or skincare products. And here, I've noticed across
the board, there’s significantly less … so I've done more Amazon shopping for some
of those," she said.

There are stores that carry products favored by a Black clientele, she said. "It's just
that I have to drive a lot further than I would have done before I moved here. Before, I
could drive like five minutes. Now, I drive like 55 minutes."

A past marked by discrimination
Starting in the 1910s, the Great Migration that saw Black people leave the South
initially led primarily to big cities in the North that had plenty of job opportunities.

Many Black people moved to California in the 1940s, as wartime employment was
available in coastal communities, including Los Angeles and the Bay Area, said Javon
Johnson, assistant professor and director of African American and African Diaspora
Studies at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

Entertainment jobs also became available in Los Angeles and Las Vegas, although
equal treatment wasn't, said Johnson, a Los Angeles native who moved to Las Vegas
in 2017.

The historically smaller Black presence in the West resulted from geographical and
economic factors along with its own variation of racism, as exemplified by Oregon's
1859 entry into the union as the only state with a Black exclusion law.

The Ku Klux Klan was powerful in Oregon and Montana in the early 20th Century
while Arizona was fighting over making Martin Luther King Jr. Day a paid holiday as
recently as three decades ago.

Although the West often was hostile to Black newcomers, racism and discrimination
are hardly unique to the region, Johnson said.

"It’s not like we Black folks go to places thinking there will not be racism. History has
taught us well," he said, crediting the growth in Las Vegas to Black people "searching
for livable space, not necessarily non-racist space, but livable, manageable space."

Today, members of all racial and ethnic groups are leaving California for
surrounding states in search of economic opportunities and lower housing costs, said
Johnson, whose previous home in California's Bay Area cost four times as much as
his similar-sized dwelling in Las Vegas.

Even as Black people are leaving California, which saw a 2.7% drop in Black
population in the 2020 census, newcomers are arriving from the East, including
longtime New Yorker Taylor, who comes from a place that is "just as expensive, if not
more."
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T. Taylor C.T. Taylor, who moved from New York to Los Angeles in 2017, stands in
front of a signature piece of L.A. art, a Colette Miller Angel Wings painting.

The East Coast transplant, 33, who now works as a security officer for the Los
Angeles airport police, said the expense is justified for "the opportunities as far as the
weather, attractions, events, the beach.

A (place with) cheap cost of living doesn't have the attractions and events a major
metropolis provides. You got to do the fun stuff: Disneyland, Six Flags, Venice Beach,
SoFi Stadium, Staples Center. If you don't do the attractions, there's no real point in
living here, because it is so expensive."

He enjoys living in L.A. and has recommended it to friends but their responses sound
similar to some who are leaving: the cost of living is too high.

Finding a home in a new city
Williams-York, 60, said she researched Seattle's racial history and the size of its
Black population before taking her job as associate director of the Department of
Rehabilitation Medicine at the University of Washington.

"I always take that into account," said Williams-York, who would like her friends and
family, including her daughter, to join her out West. "In the case of Seattle, even
though I knew the population of African Americans … was small, the thing that drew
me was the University of Washington itself and their commitment to diversity, equity
and inclusion."



Although Montgomery, Alabama, where Williams-York had lived for seven years,
has a bigger Black community, she found the area "to be stifling" and in many ways
"still locked in the old South and that didn't resonate with me.

I had conflicts with that. And I was really looking for an environment where I could
be myself and wouldn't be a threat or challenge to anyone, they would be receptive to
the way I see the world and my contribution that I feel I can make to it."

Williams-York, who also is an associate professor at the university, bought a house in
Kent, a suburb about 15 miles south of Seattle, because it is "more diverse than
Seattle itself," she said.

"They cater more to people from diverse backgrounds here...You can walk out your
door and see people who look like you in the grocery store."

Meshayla Cox Meshayla Cox moved from Southern California to Montana to attend
the University of Montana and she remained in the state to pursue a career after

graduation.

Black community gains voice in rural states, too
Westward expansion isn't restricted to the big cities. Many smaller cities with
historically tiny Black populations – such as Missoula and Billings, Montana
and Greeley, Colorado – experienced high double-digit and even triple-digit growth
in their Black populations.

Missoula's 69% increase, for example, is based on the addition of just 307 people, but
there's both a symbolic and real power to any growth in the state that continues to



have the lowest percentage of Black residents (0.5%, according to the 2020 census),
said Tobin Shearer, history professor and African American Studies director at the
University of Montana in Missoula.

"That's significant," said Shearer, who noticed a change during the racial justice
activism of the past year. “There’s been a shift in the visible presence of the African
American community in leadership positions and in the community around. I've been
here 14 years and I noticed that in ways I hadn’t previously.”

Meshayla Cox, 26, who left Southern California's High Desert in 2013 to enroll
at the University of Montana, likes living in Big Sky Country but knows the challenges
of being part of such a small Black community.

The addition of a few hundred more Black people helps, but it "doesn’t make enough
of an impact where you don’t feel like you’re in a fishbowl all the time… (or you're)
not able to even slip on a music station and hear the kind of music you like," she said,
adding that she's trying to persuade her mother and two sisters, who live in Missouri,
to move to Montana. Her brother joined her there last year.

Cox, the equity, inclusion, and justice consultant at The Montana Racial Equity
Project, could see the population change happen in Missoula, where she lived for six
years.

"I started to notice a lot more different Black folks moving to the community. I would
talk with other people who were new or just moved there from California or other
places," she said.

"I felt like that came to a head during the last year, in terms of really seeing how
much Missoula's Black community has grown, … (during) the protests they did there
for Black Lives Matter."

A stronger voice, however, has led to pushback in the conservative Republican state,
including a recent state attorney general's opinion that called critical race theory
discriminatory and banned some antiracism programs taught in schools and used for
employee training, Cox said.

"Although we are a state that is largely white folks, there are enough people of color
and Black folks who are speaking out against racial injustice in the state that we’re
starting to make some noise and get some attention from it," Cox said.

"I know critical race theory is getting a lot of playtime in the media, especially for
Republicans, but I think in previous years, (Montana) would have been able to ignore
the national conversations around that one."

That higher profile comes via success stories, too, such as when Wilmot Collins, a
Liberian war refugee, became Montana's first Black mayor with his election in
Helena in 2017.

That resulted in a 2018 piece on Comedy Central's "The Daily Show" that expressed
humorous astonishment at his election in a state with so few Black people.
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That kind of national attention "might have an impact on spreading the word that like,
'Hey, Black people exist here,' " Cox said.

Schumer says all Americans who wanted to leave Afghanistan have...
Morgan Phillips, Katelyn Caralle & Elizabeth Elkind - Daily Mail
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Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer falsely stated over the weekend that all
Americans who wanted to leave Afghanistan have done so, though his office later
walked back the claim.

'The Americans, all of whom wanted to come out, have come out. Praise God,' the
New York Democrat said outside the New York State Fair on Friday.

Schumer had been asked by NewsChannel 9 how Biden's botched Afghanistan
withdrawal could affect Democrats in the 2022 midterm elections.

'I can't predict that. I will say there'll be a job for congressional oversight. There
always is, but at the moment actually I'm still focused on trying to get some of those
brave Afghans out,' Schumer said, referring to Afghan interpreters who helped the US
military and were not yet evacuated on special immigrant visas.

A spokesperson for the majority leader later said he misspoke.
'He misspoke and regrets the confusion his comments have caused,' a spokesperson
told Washington Post fact-checker Glenn Kessler.

'He intended to say, as he has been saying, that the U.S. will get everyone out that
wants to get out. And he will keep working with the Biden Administration to help
everyone who wants to get out.'
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Schumer said his office is working to evacuate an orchestra group made up of young
Afghan men and women.

'The Taliban hates them. They hate music and they hate boys and girls performing.'
Many Americans are still trapped on the ground in Afghanistan.

The Biden administration has insisted that Americans in Afghanistan were given
repeated warnings to flee before the withdrawal.

On Sunday, an American mother and her three children were evacuated over land
after they'd been unable to get on a flight out of Kabul.

A group of people standing in front of a crowd



They had been trying to escape as the State Department repeatedly urged them to go
to the Kabul airport gate, but the Taliban refused to let them pass.

The final time the mother, 'Mariam,' asked the Taliban to allow her entry into the
airport, they pointed a gun to her head. Shortly after that, Taliban started asking
Kabul locals who knew her where they could find her.

The White House said last week that around 100 Americans are still stranded in
Afghanistan.



Republican Rep. Darrell Issa, Calif., said he believes that number to be closer to 500
and could be as high as 1,000, if family members of US citizens are included in the
count.

Rep. Don Bacon, a Nebraska Republican and former Air Force officer, also accused
the Biden administration of deflating the number of Americans stranded in
Afghanistan.

'The problem is, it doesn't include families,' the Nebraska congressman said. 'They're
lowballing the numbers.'

Many volunteers helping with evacuation efforts also claim that the number is much
higher than the 100-200 figure coming from the administration.

These individuals say Biden's team isn't accounting for family members who may be
green card holders and is also only including those who registered with the U.S.
Embassy in Kabul before it was shuttered in the midst of the Taliban takeover.

Registering with the Embassy before visiting a foreign country is an entirely voluntary
process and does not necessarily reflect the number of Americans there at a certain
time.

According to the Associated Press, Mike Jason, who runs a rescue operation called
Allied Airlift 21, said his group has been in contact with 78 green card holders
trapped in the country– but when their spouses and children are added to the tally,
the number rises to nearly 400.

The volunteers have identified 45 U.S. citizens in Afghanistan but have documents on
more than 250 family members stuck there with them.

Over the weekend, as many as six planes seeking to evacuated 1,000 people were
grounded in the city of Mazar-i-Sharif. The passengers included at least 142
Americans, NGO officials working on the evacuation told Newsweek.

Secretary of State Antony Blinken said Tuesday that the flights had been blocked
because some lacked the necessary documentation to leave the country.

'There are groups of people who are grouped together, some of whom have the
appropriate travel documents — an American passport, a green card, a visa — and
others do not,' Blinken told reporters at a news conference in Doha, Qatar.

'It's my understanding that the Taliban has not denied exit to anyone holding a valid
document, but they have said that those without valid documents at this point can't
leave,' Blinken said. 'But because all of these people are grouped together, that's
meant that flights have not been allowed to go.'

Blinken claimed he is unaware of any 'hostage-type' situation.
Of the more than 120,000 the US facilitated evacuation from Afghanistan for, around
6,000 were Americans.



Afghan Military Translator For U.S. Left Behind Anticipates Getting Beheaded by
Taliban
Zoe Strozewski - Newsweek

One Afghan man who acted as a military translator for the U.S. for 15 years, but was
left behind amid evacuations from Afghanistan, now anticipates being beheaded by
the Talibanas he shelters in a hotel with his family, the Associated Press reported.
The former translator's name was not disclosed by the AP for his safety.

Andreas Rentz/Getty Images One Afghan man, who acted as an interpreter for the U.S.
for 15 years, is fearing a beheading by the Taliban after U.S. evacuation efforts failed
to transport him and his family out of the country before the airlift ended on Aug. 30.
Evacuees from Afghanistan walk from a temporary tent to a bus at Ramstein Air Base

on August 26, 2021 in Ramstein-Miesenbach, Germany.

"Unfortunately we are left behind now," the man said Wednesday. "No one heard our
voice."

The man said that his funds to pay for hotel shelter with his family were dwindling as
chartered evacuation flights ready to transport more evacuees out of the country have
been awaiting Taliban approval for over a week, the AP reported. U.S. Army veterans
attempted but were not successful in getting the interpreter out of Afghanistan during
the mass airlift that ended Aug. 30, but some are still working to bring him and his
family to safety.

"I hope we can help them out, and get them out of this mess," said Thomas McGrath,
a retired Army colonel and one of the veterans working to help the former interpreter.
For more reporting from the Associated Press, see below.

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/taliban


Hundreds of vulnerable Afghans are waiting for permission from Afghanistan's
Taliban rulers to board prearranged charter flights standing by at the airport in
Mazar-e-Sharif.

The group includes dozens of American citizens and green card holders and their
families, the Afghans and their American advocates say.

"We think we are in some kind of jail," said one Afghan woman among the would-be
evacuees gathered at one large hotel in Mazar-e-Sharif.

She described the Americans and green-card holders in their group as elderly parents
of Afghan-American citizens in the United States.

Taliban leaders, who named a new cabinet Tuesday in the wake of their lightning
takeover of most of the country last month, say they will allow people with proper
documents to leave the country.

Taliban officials insist they are currently going through the manifests, and passenger
documents, for the charter flights at Mazar-e-Sharif.

Secretary of State Antony Blinken said Tuesday the U.S. was working with the Taliban
to resolve the standoff over the charter flights. He rejected an assertion from a
Republican lawmaker, Representative Michael McCaul of Texas, over the weekend
that the standoff at Mazar-e-Sharif was turning into a "hostage situation" for
American citizens in the group.

"We've been assured all American citizens and Afghan citizens with valid travel
documents will be allowed to leave," Blinken said in Doha, Qatar, a major transit
point for last month's frantic U.S. military-led evacuations from Afghanistan.

Later Tuesday, 12 Democratic lawmakers added to the pressure for evacuees, in a
letter urging the administration to disclose its plans for getting out all of the hundreds
of at-risk people remaining in Afghanistan, and not just American citizens.

"Our staff have been working around the clock responding to urgent pleas from
constituents whose families and colleagues are seeking to flee Afghanistan, and they
urgently require timely, post-withdrawal guidance to best assist those in need,"
Representatives Jerrold Nadler, Zoe Lofgren, Gerald Connolly and nine other
lawmakers from President Joe Biden's party wrote.

Blinken, in Doha, said the Taliban had told U.S. officials that the problem in
Mazar-e-Sharif was that passengers with valid travel documents were mixed in with
those without the right travel papers.

The Afghan woman contacted at the hotel — an employee of a U.S.-based nonprofit,
Ascend, that works with Afghan women and girls — also spoke Tuesday on condition
of anonymity for her security. She said those in her group have proper passports and
visas, but the Taliban are blocking them from entering the airport.

Like the interpreter, she said she has been waiting for eight days.

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/antony-blinken
https://www.newsweek.com/topic/joe-biden


At one point last week, alarm spread through the women's side of her hotel in the city
when warnings came that the Taliban were searching the would-be evacuees on the
men's side, and had taken some away.

"I am scared if they split us and not let us leave," she said. "If we can't get out of here,
something wrong will happen. And I am afraid of that."

The former U.S. military interpreter, at the hotel with his family of eight children and
wife, said he would expect beheading by the Taliban given his work with the U.S.
military, and based on what rights groups say are past Taliban attacks on Afghan
civilians who have worked with U.S. forces.

"They'll probably kill him," McGrath agreed, expressing fear for the man's children
as well.

The interpreter had always told his American comrades that he believed his work with
them was in service of his own country, the retired colonel said. "He put a lot on the
line by lining up with us," McGrath said.

An array of Americans -- many of them with some past experience in Afghanistan, or
other ties -- have been working for weeks to try to help evacuate at-risk Afghans.
Much of that effort is focused now on the planes in Mazar-e-Sharif.

Some of those Americans pushing for U.S. action said Tuesday they fear the Biden
administration will help out American citizens and leave behind green card holders,
Afghans who used to work with Americans, and others whose work has left them
vulnerable, including journalists, women's advocates and rights workers.

"The game changed partway through," said Marina LeGree, the American head of
Ascend.

Olivier Douliery/Pool Photo via AP Secretary of State Antony Blinken said Tuesday
the U.S. was working with the Taliban to resolve a standoff over charter flights

waiting to transport evacuees from Afghanistan. Blinken, speaks during a joint press
conference with Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin, Qatari Deputy Prime Minister
and Foreign Minister Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, and Qatari Defense

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/u.s.-military


Minister Khalid Bin Mohammed Al-Attiyah, at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Doha, Qatar, Tuesday, Sept. 7, 2021. Olivier Douliery/Pool Photo via AP

Analysis: The West owes Qatar a favour over Afghanistan. That was the point
By Alexander Cornwell - Reuters

Reuters/POOL U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken arrives to board an aircraft to
depart from Old Doha Airport

DUBAI (Reuters) - Since the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, the world's top
diplomats have been beating a path to Qatar, long the gateway to the Taliban and
now the essential go-between as the West tries to deal with the new Kabul government.
This is no accident.

Analysts describe Qatar's emergence as a broker in Afghanistan as a part of a
carefully nurtured strategy by the tiny but rich state to bolster its own security, by
becoming indispensable as a venue for international mediation.

The world's biggest liquefied natural gas producer, the small desert peninsula country
is one of the wealthiest nations per capita. It is home to barely 3 million people, 85
percent of them foreigners with guest worker visas. Yet it has long held outsized
ambitions, hosting both the Middle East's biggest U.S. air base and its most
influential TV channel.

It squandered much of its regional clout over the past decade by overreaching in the
wake of the 2011 Arab Spring revolts, when it backed pro-democracy movements and
rebels across the region. Furious neighbours led by Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates, with their ally Egypt, punished it with trade sanctions and diplomatic
isolation.



Now, Qatar is back. Its dispute with the Arab powers was finally resolved this year,
and next year it will host the soccer world cup. But few moves appear to have paid
quite as large a diplomatic dividend as its role over Afghanistan, cultivated since it let
the Taliban open the group's main international office in 2013 and provided the venue
for peace talks that led to last year's U.S. agreement to withdraw.

That "patient diplomatic facilitation" was a classic means for a small state to elevate
its international relevance, said Kristin Diwan, senior resident scholar at the Arab
Gulf States Institute in Washington.

"Given its population size, substantial military projection is a tough proposition. But
Qatar can bring real value through the relationships it maintains, especially across
both Western and Islamic parties - and especially those the U.S. is loath to approach
directly."

In the weeks since the militants swept into power, more than 58,000 of the 124,000
Western citizens and at-risk Afghans who were airlifted out of Afghanistan flew
through Qatar.

And now, as temporary home to the evacuated Afghanistan embassies of the United
States and several European allies, it is serving as the main mediator for Western
efforts to engage.

STEPPING UP
"As we carry forward, our diplomacy here, we know that Qatar will be our partner,
because this is not the first time that Qatar has stepped up to help in Afghanistan,"
said U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken, who visited this week with Defense
Secretary Lloyd Austin.

A Qatari official said that as an impartial mediator, Qatar has engaged with all sides
to provide freedom of movement for those in Afghanistan, and "fight terrorism to
prevent any future instability in the region".

Working with its close ally Turkey, it has helped the Taliban reopen Kabul airport,
allowing humanitarian and domestic flights to resume.

During Afghanistan's hasty evacuation, Qatari diplomats on the ground in Kabul
helped escort fleeing Afghans through checkpoints to the airport.

As a small state surrounded by better-armed rivals that would no doubt covet its gas
fields, Qatar has long felt the need to protect itself with ambitious diplomacy. Four
years ago, it found itself in peril when Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Egypt and their allies,
with the apparent tacit approval of the Trump administration, imposed trade bans and
diplomatic isolation.

The neighbours accused Qatar of backing Sunni Muslim Islamist groups across the
region while simultaneously growing too cosy with Shi'ite Iran. Some in the region
wondered whether Saudi Arabia and its allies might even invade, although Riyadh
denied harbouring any such plan.



Qatar, shielded from the economic impact by its $300 billion sovereign wealth fund,
denied wronging its neighbours and held out until the dispute was resolved this
January. But the feud underscored the need for it to cultivate powerful friends.
Being useful to the West can help, said James Dorsey, a senior fellow at Singapore's S.
Rajaratnam School of International Studies.

"It's much an issue about influence as it is an issue about being relevant to the
international community in ways in which the international community - if you are
under threat - will step in for you."

(Reporting by Alexander Cornwell, additional reporting by Humeyra Pamuk in Doha;
Editing by Aziz El Yaakoubi and Peter Graff)

World wary of Taliban government, Afghans urge action on rights and economy
Reuters

(Reuters) - Foreign countries greeted the makeup of the new government in
Afghanistan with caution and dismay on Wednesday after the Taliban appointed
hardline veteran figures to top positions, including several with a U.S. bounty on their
head.

Reuters/WANA NEWS AGENCY Anti-Pakistan protest in Kabul

Small protests persisted in Afghanistan, with dozens of women taking to the streets of
Kabul to demand representation in the new administration and for their rights to be
protected.

More broadly, people urged the new leaders to revive the Afghan economy, which is
facing steep inflation, food shortages exacerbated by drought and the prospect of
overseas investment disappearing as the outside world eyes the Taliban warily.



The Islamist militant movement swept to power nearly four weeks ago in a stunning
victory hastened by the withdrawal of U.S. military support to Afghan government
forces.

It has taken time to form a government, and although the posts are acting rather than
final, the appointment of a cabinet of hardline veterans has been seen by other
nations as a signal that the Taliban are not looking to broaden their base and present
a more tolerant face to the world.

The group has promised to respect people's rights and not seek vendettas, but it has
been criticised for its heavy-handed response to protests and its part in a chaotic
evacuation of tens of thousands of people from Kabul airport.

"The announcement of a transitional government without the participation of other
groups and yesterday's violence against demonstrators and journalists in Kabul are
not signals that give cause for optimism," German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas said.

The European Union voiced its disapproval at the appointments, announced late on
Tuesday in Kabul, but said it was ready to continue humanitarian assistance. Longer
term aid would depend on the Taliban upholding basic freedoms.

The U.S. State Department said it was concerned about the "affiliations and track
records" of some of the people named by the Taliban to fill top posts.
"The world is watching closely," a spokesperson said.

The new acting cabinet includes former detainees of the U.S. military prison at
Guantanamo Bay, while the interior minister, Sirajuddin Haqqani, is wanted by the
United States on terrorism charges and carries a reward of $10 million.

His uncle, with a bounty of $5 million, is the minister for refugees and repatriation.
The Taliban's sudden victory, which took even its leadership by surprise, has
presented the rest of the world with a dilemma
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/talibans-new-afghan-government-receive
s-muted-reception-china-japan-2021-09-08.

They want to keep aid flowing and to help those with the appropriate paperwork who
want to leave, but they may have to engage with a movement that, until a few weeks
ago, was an insurgency blamed for thousands of civilian deaths.

MORE PROTESTS
The last time the Taliban ruled Afghanistan, from 1996 to 2001, women were banned
from work and girls from school. The group carried out public executions and its
religious police enforced a strict interpretation of Islamic law.

Taliban leaders have vowed to respect people's rights, including those of women, in
accordance with sharia, but those who have won greater freedoms over the last two
decades are worried about losing them.

In Kabul, a group of women bearing signs reading "A cabinet without women is a
failure" held another protest in the Pul-e Surkh area of the city.

https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/talibans-new-afghan-government-receives-muted-reception-china-japan-2021-09-08.
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/talibans-new-afghan-government-receives-muted-reception-china-japan-2021-09-08.


Larger demonstrations on Tuesday were broken up when Taliban gunmen fired
warning shots
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/afghan-protests-persist-posing-problem-n
ew-taliban-government-2021-09-07 into the air.

"The cabinet was announced and there were no women in the cabinet. And some
journalists who came to cover the protest were all arrested and taken to the police
station," said a woman in a video shared on social media.

Zaki Daryabi, head of the daily newspaper Etilaatroz, said some of his reporters had
been beaten while covering Tuesday's protests, which came hours before the new
government was revealed.

Taliban officials have said that protests would be allowed, but that they must be
announced in advance and authorised.

For many Afghans, more pressing than the composition of the cabinet was the
economic fallout of the chaos triggered by the Taliban's conquest, including its
impact on healthcare.

Shukrullah Khan, manager of a restaurant at Qargha Lake, a popular local resort
near Kabul, said business had slumped to next to nothing.

"The business and bazaars compared to the previous government, has been decreased
by 98%," he said.

"The banks are closed, there's no jobs, people no longer spend money. Where does the
money come from so that people can have fun here?"

Aid flights have begun to arrive at Kabul airport, but many more will be needed over
the coming months.

The president of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) appealed to
other humanitarian organisations to return to Afghanistan and for the World Bank to
unlock funds to support the tottering healthcare system.

(Reporting by Reuters bureaus; Writing by Mike Collett-White; Editing by Angus
MacSwan)



Taliban fighters use whips against Afghan women protesting the all-male interim
government
Masoud Popalzai, Laura Smith-Spark & Tim Lister - CNN

Taliban fighters used whips and sticks against a group of women protesting in Kabul
on Wednesday following the announcement of a hardline, male-only interim
government, in the group's latest crackdown on dissent in Afghanistan.

AAMIR QURESHI/AFP/Getty Images Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid
addresses a news conference in Kabul on September 7, 2021.

Videos and images received by CNN show the women chanting, "Long live the women
of Afghanistan."

Some held placards declaring "No government can deny the presence of women" and
"I will sing freedom over and over." Others held placards with the image of
a pregnant police officer who was killed in Ghor province a few days ago.

The Taliban told CNN they were not involved in her death, but have subsequently
launched an investigation.

The fighters also beat a number of journalists covering the demonstration, according
to witnesses.

This is just the latest case of female activists making a bold and public challenge to
the Taliban's rule. Women in hijabs joined protests in Kabul on Tuesday, the largest
since the militant group seized power last month.

A small group of women demonstrators also took to the streets of the Afghan capital
over the weekend to demand equal rights, one of at least three small protests across
the country last week.

https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/07/asia/taliban-government-announcement-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/07/asia/taliban-government-announcement-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/06/asia/taliban-afghanistan-pregnant-policewoman-murder-intl/index.html


HOSHANG HASHIMI/AFP/Getty Images Taliban fighters watch as Afghan women
take part in an anti-Pakistan demonstration near the Pakistan embassy in Kabul on

Tuesday.

One woman at Wednesday's protest said: "We have gathered here to protest the
recent announcement of the government where there are no women representation
within this government."

She said a few of the protesters were "hit with whips and they tell us to go to our
homes and recognize and accept the Emirate. Why should we accept the Emirate
while no inclusion or rights have been given to us?"

As she spoke, she held a poster saying: "A cabinet without women is a loser, a loser."
She said a number of journalists who were covering the protest had been detained,
and called for their release. "All those men who were here to carry out their duties as
journalists were arrested. Why and how long should we put up with this?"

Another woman at the protest said the Taliban had "proved that they cannot change,"
adding: "We are asking the international community, especially those who during the
last 20 years tried to provide women with their rights, where are those defenders of
women rights today?"

The women also said the Taliban had beaten youths watching the protest. One said
that a "16-year old who left home to go to school, his school bag on his back, he was
taken in and beaten up, he had bruises all over his body, his arms. He escaped but
two or three Taliban were running after him."

The editor of the online news outlet EtilaatRoz, Elyas Nawandish, posted photographs
on Twitter showing images of two of his journalists who had been injured.

He wrote: "Taqi Daryabi and Neamat Naqdi, two reporters for @Etilaatroz have
been severely beaten after being arrested by the Taliban. The reporters say they were
each taken to separate rooms and then beaten by the Taliban. They were taken to
hospital for treatment."



Marcus Yam, a journalist with the Los Angeles Times who was covering the protest,
said on Twitter: "While some tried to put their hands on me, there was one fighter
that kept interfering and at one point muttered 'foreigner.' There were others standing
around with their whips ready."

The protests took place in Dasht-i-Barchi, an area of Kabul mostly inhabited by
people from the minority Shia Hazara ethnic group, a group known to have been
targeted by the Taliban in the past.
The Taliban have not commented on Wednesday's protest.

The latest demonstrations come a day after the Taliban cracked down severely on
scores of demonstrators who marched in Kabul on Tuesday.

'Threat to stability'
No women, members of religious minorities or members of Afghanistan's ousted
leadership were selected for acting cabinet positions or named to advisory roles in
the announcement of the interim government on Tuesday.

This comes in spite of the Taliban's promises of an inclusive government and more
moderate form of Islamic rule than when they were last in power two decades ago.

"We represent the whole of Afghanistan, and we talk on the level of the whole of
Afghanistan and our struggle was based on the whole of Afghanistan. We are not
people of one tribe or ethnicity, neither do we believe in this," Taliban spokesman
Zabihullah Mujahid said at Tuesday's news conference, outlining the interim
government.

Fawzia Kofi, a former Afghan MP, peace negotiator and women rights activist,
accused the Taliban of going against what they had promised, referencing a meeting
with a senior Taliban figure.

"When I [first] met Taliban, Shabudin Dilawar elaborated their version of Islamic
rights for women saying no barrier for women to become minister/prime minister,
they act in contrary. Was that to get political boost?" she tweeted.

The National Resistance Front in Afghanistan (NRF), an anti-Taliban group which
has been battling the militants' offensive in the Panjshir Valley, called the Taliban's
caretaker cabinet "illegal" and a "threat to stability and security of Afghanistan, the
region and the world."

"NRF believes that the establishment of a democratic, legal and legitimate
government can only be achieved through the will and vote of the people in a general
election that is also acceptable to the international community," it said.

According to photos and videos shared on social media, activists who marched on
Tuesday shouted in support of resistance fighters in Panjshir and chanted against
Pakistan, which they view as meddling in Afghan affairs.

https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/07/asia/afghanistan-tuesday-kabul-protests-intl/index.html
https://twitter.com/FawziaKoofi77/status/1435499656360910852
http://cnn.com/2021/09/06/asia/afghanistan-monday-intl-hnk/index.html


Witnesses estimated the crowd at between 300 and 500 people -- many of whom were
women wearing the hijab. The Taliban responded with gunfire, detentions and
beatings.

Human rights group Amnesty International tweeted that it was "deeply concerned
about reports on use of violence against peaceful protestors & journalists in Kabul by
the Taliban."

Human Rights Watch tweeted: "In yet another indication that #Afghanistan's new
rulers will not tolerate peaceful dissent, the Taliban again used force to crush a
protest by hundreds of #Afghan women calling for their rights today."

Concern over lack of inclusiveness
Disquiet over the interim government's composition has been voiced both by
Afghanistan's neighbors and by global powers. The Taliban have given no indication
of how long the caretaker government will remain in place.

The secretary of Iran's Supreme National Security Council, Ali Shamkhani, said that
"ignoring the need for establishing an inclusive government" was a major concern in
a tweet Wednesday, Iranian state news agency IRNA reported.

Pakistan's Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi said his country hoped "that the
political situation stabilizes at the earliest, leading to normalcy."

Speaking to regional leaders in Islamabad on Wednesday, Qureshi said the priorities
for Afghanistan's neighbors included supporting the Afghan people and embracing
the importance of national reconciliation and the country's multi-ethnic makeup.

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin said China was willing to stay in
touch with the new Afghan leadership but also indicated that minority rights should
be respected.

"We hope that the new Afghan regime, during the period of the interim government,
will listen to the opinions of all ethnic groups and parties, and respond to the
expectations from the Afghan people and the international community," he said,
according to Reuters.

"We noticed that the Taliban stressed that all people will benefit from the new
regime."

German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas said Wednesday the Taliban's actions were not
cause for optimism as Germany assesses how to help Afghanistan's people amid food
shortages, aid stoppages and the threat of economic collapse.

"We are prepared to provide humanitarian aid through the United Nations, and we
will continue to talk to the Taliban, if only to enable the people for whom we bear
responsibility to leave the country," he said.

"Any further engagement, however, will depend on the behavior of the Taliban. The
announcement of a transitional government without the participation of other groups



and yesterday's violence against demonstrators and journalists in Kabul are not the
signals that give cause for optimism."

Maas was speaking ahead of a meeting with his US counterpart, Secretary of State
Antony Blinken, at Germany's Ramstein Air Base, where thousands of people fleeing
Afghanistan were flown in the massive US airlift operation last month.

The US State Department said Tuesday it was "concerned by the affiliations and track
records" of some of those in the interim government.

"We note the announced list of names consists exclusively of individuals who are
members of the Taliban or their close associates and no women," a spokesperson
said.

While this has been presented as a caretaker government, the spokesperson said, "we
will judge the Taliban by its actions, not words. We have made clear our expectation
that the Afghan people deserve an inclusive government."

EU spokesperson Peter Stano said in a statement sent to CNN that from initial
analysis of the appointments, "it does not look like the inclusive and representative
formation in terms of the rich ethnic and religious diversity of Afghanistan we hoped
to see and that the Taliban were promising over the past weeks."

Meanwhile, ousted Afghan President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani said Wednesday that
leaving Kabul as the Taliban entered the city on August 15 was "the most difficult
decision" of his life.

"It was the only way to keep the guns silent and save Kabul and her 6 million
citizens," Ghani said in a statement posted on his official Twitter account.

In the statement, Ghani also rejected as "baseless" allegations that he took with him
millions of dollars belonging to the Afghan people.

"These charges are completely and categorically false," he said.

Biden's domestic policy failures are mounting, too
Merrill Matthews (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill

It's not just the withdrawal from Afghanistan. Many of President Biden's domestic
policy efforts have become a mismanaged mess.

And yet, having failed miserably in handling several foreign and domestic policy
challenges, the president wants voters to trust him with managing the next $3.5
trillion he wants to take from taxpayers.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2021/09/07/democrats-reconciliation-bill-budget/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2021/09/07/democrats-reconciliation-bill-budget/


Getty Images Biden's domestic policy failures are mounting, too

Here are a few reasons why voters should be skeptical.

The Emergency Rental Assistance Program. A recent New York Times headline reads,
"About 89% of Rental Assistance Funds Have Not Been Distributed, Figures Show."
The story reveals how badly the Biden administration has mishandled rental
assistance.

Both Presidents Trump and Biden signed bills to provide some $46.5 billion to help
renters pay their rent during the pandemic. But the government has failed to put that
money into the hands of struggling renters, which would have helped both them and
landlords, whom the government prohibited from evicting non-paying tenants.

Once the news got out about the mismanagement - which Goldman Sachs now
estimates could mean some 700,000 households evicted this year - Democrats
scrambled to contrive a solution.

Even though Biden said on many occasions that he did not have the authority to
extend the eviction moratorium past July 31, Democrats pressured the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention to come up with a transparently ludicrous
justification to allow Biden to do just that.

And Biden went along with it, even as he conceded that its real purpose was to
provide enough time for his administration to distribute the rental assistance funds it
should have released months earlier. The U.S. Supreme Court quickly struck
down that effort.

So now perhaps thousands of families will be evicted from their homes and
apartments with no place to go - thanks to Biden's mismanagement.

Wasted COVID-19 vaccine doses. Here's a Sept. 1 headline: "15 million Covid
vaccine doses thrown away in the U.S. since March, new data shows."

The World Health Organization and poor countries are begging for COVID-19
vaccines. And yet in six months we have thrown away 15 million doses.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/25/us/politics/eviction-rental-assistance.html
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Before the delta variant surge, Biden frequently boasted of his administration's work
in distributing COVID-19 vaccines around the country - though much of that success
was the result of plans put in place during the closing weeks of the Trump
administration.

In any grand scheme such as the nationwide COVID vaccine distribution, there's
likely going to be some waste.

But good supply management isn't just getting adequate doses of the vaccine
distributed. It's also retrieving unused doses so they can be transferred to poorer
countries before they expire.

Biden has promised he would help those countries, and doses have been sent out. But
letting 15 million doses be thrown away because Biden didn't have a recapture plan is
a major management failure that will cost lives.

Losing track of illegal immigrant children. And one more recent news item, this time
from Axios: "The U.S. government has lost contact with thousands of migrant
children released from its custody."

Getting the information about the missing children didn't come easily. Axios obtained
it through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.

And who's surprised? Early in his presidency Biden conveyed the impression that
illegal immigrants would be welcome, and so they came in record numbers - much to
the surprise of the White House.

Team Biden tried to stifle media coverage of the immigration "challenge" - because
no one was allowed to call it a "crisis" - at the border. But it was clear then, and now,
that the administration botched it.

Will these children show up for their court dates? How do we know if they are with
their parents or relatives, as opposed to people who will abuse or traffic them? Don't
ask Biden, the administration has lost contact.

And it's not just these immigrants. The Associated Press reports the Biden
administration may be doing a poor job vetting some Afghanis arriving in the United
States. To be sure, there wasn't much time to vet tens of thousands of Afghanis, but
that's because of the administration's mismanagement of the withdrawal.

Of course, Biden is trying to quickly change the narrative away from his multiple
management failures - sort of like the president's advice to the former Afghan
president to "change the perception." Biden wants voters focused on his $3.5 trillion
spending spree.

But why would anyone hand that much money to a president who has proven,
repeatedly, that he cannot effectively manage many of the tasks he already has?

(Merrill Matthews is a resident scholar with the Institute for Policy Innovation in
Dallas, Texas. Follow him on Twitter @MerrillMatthews.)
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